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Abstract
We study the k-wise independent relaxation of the usual
model G(N, p) of random graphs where, as in this model, N
labeled vertices are fixed and each edge is drawn with probability p, however, it is only required that the distribution of
any subset of k edges is independent. This relaxation can
be relevant in modeling phenomena where only k-wise independence is assumed to hold, and is also useful when the
relevant graphs are so huge that handling G(N, p) graphs
becomes infeasible, and cheaper random-looking distributions (such as k-wise independent ones) must be used instead. Unfortunately, many well-known properties of random graphs in G(N, p) are global, and it is thus not clear if
they are guaranteed to hold in the k-wise independent case.
We explore the properties of k-wise independent graphs by
providing upper-bounds and lower-bounds on the amount of
independence, k, required for maintaining the main properties of G(N, p) graphs: connectivity, Hamiltonicity, the
connectivity-number, clique-number and chromatic-number
and the appearance of fixed subgraphs. Most of these properties are shown to be captured by either constant k or by
some k = poly(log(N )) for a wide range of values of p,
implying that random looking graphs on N vertices can be
generated by a seed of size poly(log(N )). The proofs combine combinatorial, probabilistic and spectral techniques.

1. Introduction
We study the k-wise independent relaxation of the usual
model G(N, p) of random graphs where, as in this model,
N labeled vertices are fixed and each edge is drawn with
probability (w.p., for short) p = p(N ), however, it is only
required that the distribution of any subset of k edges is independent (in G(N, p) all edges are mutually independent).
These k-wise independent graphs are natural combinatorial
objects that may prove to be useful in modeling scientific
phenomena where only k-wise independence is assumed to
hold. Moreover, they can be used when the relevant graphs
are so huge that handling G(N, p) graphs is infeasible, and
cheaper random-looking distributions must be used instead.
However, what happens when the application that uses these
graphs (or the analysis conducted on them) critically relies
on the fact that random graphs are, say, almost surely connected? After all, k-wise independence is defined via ‘local’ conditions, so isn’t it possible that k-wise independent
graphs will fail to meet ‘global’ qualities like connectivity?
This motivates studying which global attributes of random
graphs are captured by their k-wise independent counterparts.
Before elaborating on properties of k-wise independent
graphs we provide some background on k-wise independence, on properties of random graphs, and on the emulation of huge random graphs.

1.1. Emulation of Huge Random Graphs
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Suppose that one wishes to test the execution of
some graph algorithm on random input graphs. Utilizing
G(N, p) graphs requires resources polynomial in N , which

is infeasible when N is huge (for example, exponential in
the input length, n, of the relevant algorithms). A plausible solution is to replace G(N, p) by a cheaper ‘random
looking’ distribution GN . To this end, each graph G in the
support of GN is represented by a very short binary string
(called seed) s(G), s.t. evaluating edge queries on G can
be done efficiently when s(G) is known; then, sampling a
graph from GN is done by picking the seed uniformly at
random.
Goldreich, Goldwasser and the second author were the
first to address this scenario in [24, 37]. They studied
emulation by computationally pseudorandom graphs that
are indistinguishable from G(N, p) from the view of any
poly(log(N ))-time algorithm that inspects graphs via edgequeries of its choice. They considered several prominent
properties of G(N, p) graphs, and constructed computationally pseudorandom graphs that preserve many, tough not all,
of those properties (see the final paragraph of Section 2).
We consider replacing random graphs by k-wise independent ones. The latter can be sampled and accessed using
only poly(k log(N ))-bounded resources. This is achieved
thanks to efficient constructions of discrete k-wise independent variables by Joffe [27], see also Alon, Babai and
Itai [1]: the appearance of any potential edge in the graph
is simply decided by a single random bit (that has probability p to attain the value 1). Such k-wise independent
graphs were used by Naor, Tromer and the second author
[36] to efficiently capture arbitrary first-order properties of
huge G(N, p) graphs (see Section 3.6), and by [24, 37] as a
building block for their main construction.

1.2. k-Wise Independent Random Variables
Distributions of discrete k-wise independent variables
play an important role in computer science. Such distributions are mainly used for de-randomizing algorithms
(and for some cryptographic applications). In addition,
the randomness complexity of constructing k-wise independent variables was studied in depth, and in particular,
the aforementioned constructions [27, 1] (based on degree
k polynomials over finite fields) are known to provide essentially the smallest possible sample spaces. Our work is,
however, the first systematic study of combinatorial properties of k-wise independent objects. Properties of various
other k-wise independent objects (mainly percolation on Zd
and on Galton-Watson trees) were subsequently explored by
Benjamini, Gurel-Gurevich and Peled [7].

1.3. The Combinatorial Structure of Random Graphs
What are the principal attributes of random graphs that
k-wise independent ones should maintain? Most theo-

rems that manifest the remarkable structure of random
graphs state that certain properties occur either almost
surely (a.s. for short), or alternatively hardly ever, (namely,
with probability tending either to 1 or to 0 as N grows to
∞). These results typically fall into one of the following
categories.

Tight concentration of measure. A variety of prominent random variables (regarding random graphs) a.s. attain only values that are extremely close to their expectation. For instance, random graphs (with, say, constant p)
a.s. have connectivity number κ = (1 ± o(1))pN , clique
log(pN )
(Bollobás and Erdös [11],
number c = (1 ± o(1)) 2log(1/p)
Matula [35], Frieze [23]) and chromatic number χ =
(1 ± o(1)) N log(1/(1−p))
(Bollobás [10], Łuczak [34]).
2 log(pN )

Thresholds for monotone properties. For a given monotone increasing1 graph property T , how large should p(N )
be for the property to hold a.s.? This question has been
settled for many prominent properties such as connectivity (Erdös and Rényi [15]), containing a perfect matching
(Erdös and Rényi [17, 18, 19]), Hamiltonicity (Pósa [38],
Koršunov [30], Komlós and Szemerédi [31]), and the property of containing copies of some fixed graph H (Erdös and
Rényi [16], Bollobás [9]). For these (and other) graph properties the sufficient density (for obtaining the property) is
surprisingly small, and moreover, a threshold phenomenon
occurs when by ‘slightly’ increasing the density from p(N )
to p(N ), the probability that T holds dramatically changes
from o(1) to 1 − o(1).2 Thus, good emulation requires the
property T to be guaranteed at densities as close as possible
to the true G(N, p) threshold.

Zero-one laws. These well known theorems reveal that
any first-order property holds either a.s. or hardly ever for
G(N, p). A first-order property is any graph property that
can be expressed by a single formula in the canonical language where variables stand for vertices and the only relations are equality and adjacency (e.g. “having an isolated
vertex” is specified by ∃x∀y¬EDGE(x, y)). These Zeroone laws hold for any fixed p (Fagin [20], Glebskii, Kogan,
Liagonkii and Talanov [25]), and whenever p(N ) = N −α
for a fixed irrational α (Shelah and Spencer [40]).
1 Namely, any property closed under graph isomorphism and under addition of edges.
2 Thresholds for prominent properties are often so sharp that p = (1 +
o(1))p. Somewhat coarser thresholds were (later) established for arbitrary
monotone properties by Bollobás and Thomason [12], and by Friedgut and
Kalai [22].

2. Our Contribution
We investigate the properties of k-wise independent
graphs by providing upper bounds and lower bounds on
the ‘minimal’ amount of independence, kT , required for
maintaining the main properties T of random graphs. The
properties considered are: connectivity, perfect matchings,
Hamiltonicity, the connectivity-number, clique-number and
chromatic-number and the appearance of copies of a fixed
subgraph H. We mainly establish upper bounds on kT
(where arbitrary k-wise independent graphs are shown to
exhibit the property T ) but also lower bounds (that provide
specific constructions of k-wise independent graphs that fail
to preserve T ). Our precise results per each of these properties are discussed in Section 3, and proved in Section
5 (and the appendices of the complete version of this paper [5]). Interestingly, our results reveal a deep difference
between k-wise independence and almost k-wise independence (a.k.a. (k, )–wise independence3 ). All aforementioned graph properties are guaranteed by k-wise independence (even for small k = poly(log(N ))), but are strongly
violated by some almost k-wise independent graphs - even
when k = N Ω(1) is huge and  = N −Ω(1) is tiny. For some
properties of random graphs, T , our results demonstrate for
the first time how to efficiently construct random-looking
distributions on huge graphs that satisfy T .
Our Techniques & Relations to Combinatorial Pseudorandomness. For positive results (upper bounding kT ),
we note that the original proofs that establish properties of
G(N, p) graphs often fail for k-wise independent graphs.
These proofs use a union bound over M = 2Θ(N ) undesired events, by giving a 2−Ω(N ) upper-bound on the
probability of each of these events.4 Unfortunately, there
exist poly(log(N ))–wise independent graphs where any
event that occurs with positive probability, has probability
≥ 2−o(N ) . Therefore, directly ‘de-randomizing’ the original proof fails, and alternative arguments (suitable for the
k-wise independent case) are provided.
In particular, many properties are inferred via a variant of
Thomason’s notion of ‘jumbledness’ [42] (mostly known in
its weaker form as quasirandomness or pseudorandomness,
as defined by Chung, Graham and Wilson [14], and related
to the so called Expander Mixing Lemma and the pseudorandom properties of graphs that follow from their spectral properties, see [2]). For our purposes, α-jumbledness
means that (as expected in G(N, p) graphs) for all vertexsets U, V , the number of edges that pass from U to V
3 (k, )–wise independence means that the joint distribution of any k
potential edges is only required to be within small statistical distance 
from the corresponding distribution in the G(N, p) case.
4 For instance w.r.t. connectivity, M is the number of choices for partitioning the vertices into 2 disconnected components.

p
should be p|U ||V | ± α |U ||V |. Jumbledness and quasirandomness have been studied extensively (see [32] and its
many references), and serve in Graph Theory as the common notion of resemblance to random graphs. In particular, G(N, p) graphs are known to exhibit
√ (the best possible) jumbledness parameter, α = Θ( pN ). One of our
main results (Theorem 1) demonstrates that k-wise independence for k = Θ(log(N )) is stronger than jumbledness,
√
in the sense that it guarantees the optimal α = Θ( pN )
)
even for tiny densities p = Θ( ln(N
N ). Therefore, prominent
properties of k-wise independent graphs can be directly deduced from properties of jumbled graphs.
Proving Theorem 1 exploits a known connection between jumbledness and the eigenvalues of (a shifted variant of) the adjacency matrix of graphs, following the approach of Alon and Chung [2]. In particular, the analysis
of Vu ([43], extending [21]) regarding the eigenvalues of
random graphs is strengthened, in order to achieve optimal
eigenvalues even for smaller densities p than those captured
by [43]. This improvement implies, among other results,
the remarkable fact that k-wise independent graphs for
k = Θ(log(N )) preserve (up to constant factors) the
G(N, p) sufficient density for connectivity.
More on Techniques & Relations to Almost k-Wise
Independence. For negative results (producing randomlooking graphs that defy a given property T of random
graphs), the [24, 37] approach is to first construct some
random-looking graph G, and later to ‘mildly’ modify G
s.t. T is defied. This is done w.r.t. all graph properties
considered here. For instance, the modification of choosing a random vertex and then deleting all its edges violates connectivity while preserving computational pseudorandomness. Unfortunately, such modifications fail to preserve k-wise independence (the resulting graphs are only
almost k-wise independent). In contrast, most of our negative results exploit the fact that some constructions of kwise independent bits produce strings with significantly
larger probability than in the completely independent case.
This is translated (by the construction in Lemma 5) to the
unexpected appearance of some subgraphs (in k-wise independent graphs): either huge independent sets inside dense
graphs or fixed subgraphs inside sparse graphs.
Comparison with Computational Pseudorandomness.
Finally, k-wise independence guarantees all random
graphs’ properties that were met by the (specific) computationally pseudorandom graphs of [24, 37]. In addition,
only k-wise independence is known to capture (i) arbitrary
first-order properties of G(N, p) graphs, (ii) high connectivity, (iii) strongest possible parameters of jumbledness, and
(iv) almost regular (1 ± o(1))pN degree for all vertices, and
(1 ± o(1))p2 N co-degrees for all vertex pairs. A single ex-

ception is that in [24, 37] the chromatic number of random
graphs is achieved precisely, while here it is met only up
to a constant factor. Importantly, our results hold for any kwise independent graphs, (and in particular for the very simple and efficiently constructable ones derived from [27, 1]),
whereas the approach of [24, 37] requires non-trivial modifications of the construction per each new property.

3. Combinatorial Properties of k-Wise Independent Graphs
We now survey our main results per each of the aforementioned graph properties T . Typically our arguments establish the following tradeoff: the smaller p is, the larger
k should be to maintain T . Given this tradeoff we highlight minimizing k or, alternatively, minimizing p. The latter is motivated by the fact that the G(N, p) threshold for
many central properties occurs at some p∗  1. Minimizing p is subject to some reasonable choice of k, which is
k ≤ poly(log(N )). Indeed, as the complexity of implementing k-wise independent graphs is poly(k log(N )), we
get efficient implementations whenever k ≤ poly(log(N ))
even when the graphs are huge and N = 2poly(n) . 5

3.1. Connectivity, Hamiltonicity and Perfect Matchings (see Section 5.2)
The well known sufficient G(N, p) density for all these
)
properties is ∼ ln(N
N . For connectivity, this sufficient density is captured (up to constant factors) by all log(N )–wise
independent graphs. Even k = 4 suffices for larger densities
1
p  N − 2 . Based on Hefetz, Krivelevich and Szabo’s [26],
Hamiltonicity (and hence perfect matchings) are guaranteed
2
1
at p ≥ logN(N ) with k ≥ 4 log(N ), and at p ≥ N − 2 +o(1)
with k ≥ 4. On the other hand, some pair-wise independent
graphs are provided that despite having constant density, are
still a.s. disconnected and fail to contain any perfect matching.

3.2. High Connectivity (see Section 5.3)
The connectivity number, κ(G), is the largest integer, `, s.t. any pair of vertices is connected in G by at
least ` internally vertex-disjoint paths. Since a typical degree in a random graph is (1 ± o(1))pN , it is remarkable that G(N, p) graphs a.s. achieve κ = (1 ± o(1))pN .
Surprisingly, such optimal connectivity is guaranteed by
)
Θ(log(N ))-wise independence whenever p ≥ Θ( log(N
N ),
1
and alternatively, by k ≥ 4 whenever p  N − 3 .
5 Accessing

the graphs via edge-queries is adequate only when p ≥
- otherwise a.s. no edges are detected by the poly(n) inspecting
algorithm. For smaller densities our study has thus mostly a combinatorial
flavor.

n−Θ(1)

3.3. Cliques and independent sets (see Appendix 7 in [5])
For N −o(1) ≤ p ≤ 1 − N o(1) the independence number,
I, of random graphs has a.s. only two possible values: ei2 log(pN )
.
ther S ∗ or S ∗ + 1 for some S ∗ = (1 − o(1)) log(1/(1−p))
This remarkable phenomenon is observed to hold by virtue
of c log2 (N )–wise independence whenever p is bounded
away from 0 and c is sufficiently large. On the other
hand, k-wise independent graphs are provided with k =
)
∗ 1+Ω(1)
Θ( loglog(N
a.s. (for k = Θ(1),
log(N ) ) where I ≥ (S )
even huge N Ω(1) independent sets may appear). For smaller
densities, random graphs a.s. have I ≤ O(p−1 log(N )),
while c0 log(N )-wise independence (for
p sufficiently large
c’) gives a weaker, yet useful, I ≤ O( N/p) bound when)
ever p ≥ Ω( log(N
N ). By symmetry (replacing p with 1 − p),
analogous results to all the above hold for the clique number
as well. Discussing the clique- and independence-number
is deferred to the appendices in [5], since the main relevant
techniques are demonstrated elsewhere in the paper.

3.4. Coloring (see Section 5.5)
For 1/N  p ≤ 1 − Ω(1), the chromatic number χ
. Given
of random graphs is a.s. (1 + o(1)) N log(1/(1−p))
2 log(pN )
−d
any p ≥ (log(N )) , this G(N, p) lower-bound on χ
is observed to hold for any (log(N ))c -wise independent
graphs for some sufficiently large c. More surprisingly,
some k = c0 log(N ) suffices to capture a similar upperbound even for tiny densities p = c00 log(N )/N . Such
upper-bounds are also implied by k = 12 for some larger
densities p = N −Ω(1) , whereas for k = 2 a huge χ =
Θ(N ) might a.s. occur for constant ps (Theorem 4). The
k-wise independent upper-bounds on χ are based on results
of Alon, Krivelevich and Sudakov [3], [4] and of Johansson
[28].

3.5. Thresholds for the Appearance of Subgraphs (see Section 5.4)
For a fixed (non-empty) graph H, consider the appearance of H-copies (not necessarily as an induced subgraph)
in either a random or a k-wise independent graph. The
G(N, p) threshold for the occurrence of H sub-graphs lies
def

at p∗H = N −ρ , where the constant ρ = ρ(H) is the minimum, taken over all subgraphs H 0 of H (including H it0
)
0
0
self), of the ratio v(H
e(H 0 ) (here, v(H ) and e(H ) respectively
denote the number of vertices and edges in H 0 ). Thus, no
H-copies are found when p  p∗ , while for any p  p∗ ,
copies of H abound (Erdös and Rényi [16], Bollobás [9]).
For any graph H, this G(N, p) threshold holds whenever

k ≥ cv 4 (H) (for some constant c), but as k is decreased to
b ρ2 c, the G(N, p) threshold is defied: much sparser graphs
exist where p  p∗H and yet copies of H are a.s. found. In
particular, when e(H) ≥ Ω(v 2 (H)), the threshold violation
occurs at k = Ω(v(H)).

3.6. First Order Zero-One Laws (Previous
Results)
A recent study (of Naor, Tromer and the second author
[36]) considered capturing arbitrary depth-D(N ) properties of random graphs. These are graph properties expressible by a sequence of first-order formulas Φ = {φN }N ∈N ,
with quantifier depth depth(φN ) ≤ D(N ) (e.g. “having a clique V
of size t(N )” can be specified by φN =
∃x1 ...∃xt(N ) i6=j (EDGE(xi , xj )). A ‘threshold’ depth
log(N )
was identified s.t. a graph samfunction D∗ = log(1/p)
pled from any k-wise independent distribution simultaneously agrees with a random G(N, p) graph on all depth
(1 − o(1))D∗ properties whenever k  (D∗ )2 . In contrast, any efficiently computable graphs are strongly separated from G(N, p) by properties of only slightly higher
depth (1 + o(1))D∗ . These results are incomparable to the
ones in the current paper, since most of the graph properties
studied here require larger depth than D∗ .

4. Preliminaries
Asymptotics. Invariably, k : N → N, while p, , δ, γ, ∆ :
N → (0, 1). We often use k, p, , δ, γ, ∆ instead of
k(N ), p(N ), (N ), δ(N ), γ(N ), ∆(N ). Asymptotics are
taken as N → ∞, and some inequalities hold only for sufficiently large N . The b·c and d·e operators are ignored whenever insignificant for the asymptotic results. Constants c, c̄
are not optimized in expressions of the form k = c log(N )
or p = (log(N ))c̄ /N ∆ , whereas the constant ∆ is typically
optimized.
Subgraphs. For a graph H, let v(H) and e(H) denote the
number of vertices and edges in H. For vertex sets U, V let
e(U, V ) denote
T the number of edges that pass from U to V
(if S = U V 6= ∅, then any internal edge of S is counted
twice). Similarly, we let e(U ) = e(U, U ).
Random and k-Wise Independent Graphs. Throughout, graphs are simple, labeled and undirected. Given
N, k, p as above then G k(N ) (N, p(N )) (or G k (N, p) for
short) denotes some distribution over the set of graphs with
vertex set {1, ..., N }, where each edge appears w.p. p(N ),
and the random variables that indicate the appearance of any
k(N ) potential edges are mutually independent. We use the

term ‘k-wise independent graphs’ for a sequence of distributions {G k (N, p)}N ∈N indexed by N .
Almost Sure Graph Properties. A graph property T , is
any property closed under graph isomorphism. We say that
‘T holds a.s. (almost surely) for G k (N, p)’ or that (abused
notation) ‘T holds for G k (N, p)’ whenever PrG k (N,p) [T ]
N →∞

−→ 1. Similar terminology is used for G(N, p) graphs.

Monotonicity in (k, p). Since k̄–wise independence implies k–wise independence for all k̄ > k we may state
claims for arbitrary k ≥ k 0 but prove them only for k = k 0 .
When establishing monotone increasing properties we often state claims for arbitrary p ≥ p0 but prove them only
for p = p0 . The latter is valid since for any N, k, p > p0 ,
the process of sampling from any (independent) G k (N, p),
G k (N, p0 /p) distributions and defining the final graph with
edge-set being the intersection of the edge-sets of the two
sampled graphs, clearly results in a G k (N, p0 ) distribution.
k-Wise Independent Random Variables. The term
‘(M, k, p)-variables’ stands for any M binary variables that
are k-wise independent with each variable having probability p of attaining value 1. Lemma 1 (proved in Section 6.2
in [5]) adjusts the known construction of discrete k-wise independent variables of [27],[13], [1] to provide (M, k, p)variables that induce some predetermined values with relatively high probability. Throughout, e1 and e0 resp. denote
the number of edges and non-edges in a graph H.
Lemma 1 Given 0 < p < 1 with binary representation
p = 0.b1 ...b` , and natural numbers e0 , e1 , M satisfying
e0 + e1 ≤ M , let F = max{2dlog2 M e , 2` }. Then there
exists (M, k, p)-variables s.t. Pr[A] = F −k , where A denotes the event that the first e0 variables receive value 0
while the next e1 variables receive value 1.
Tail Bounds for k-Wise Independent Random Variables.
The following strengthened version of standard tail bounds
(proved in Section 6.2 in [5]) translates into smaller densities p for which monotone graph properties are established
for k-wise independent graphs. After submission of this
paper it came to our knowledge that similar bounds were
already obtained by Schmidt, Siegel and Srinivasan [41].
PM
Lemma 2 Let X = j=1 Xj be the sum of k-wise independent binary variables where Pr[Xj = 1] = µ holds for
all j. Let δ > 0, and let k be even s.t. Mk−k µ(1 − µ) ≥ 1.
Then


2k(1 − µ)
Pr[|X − E(X)| ≥ δE(X)] ≤
δ 2 µM

 k2
.

5. The properties of k-wise independent graphs

1. k ≥ 4, p ≥ Ω( N1 ) and α 

5.1. Degrees, Co-Degrees and Jumbledness

2. k ≥
√ log(N ),
c3 pN .

Lemma 3 (Achieving almost regular degrees) In all kwise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N it a.s. holds
that all vertices have degree p(N − 1)(1 ± ) whenever
bk/2c

−→ 0, and in particular when either
N 23k
pN
1. k ≥ 4, N −1/2  p ≤ 1 −
p−1/2 N −1/4 ; or

5
N,

and 1 ≥  

)
2. k ≥ 4 log(N ), 25 log(N
≤ p ≤ 1−
N
q
25 log(N )
1≥≥
.
pN

5 log(N )
,
N

c1 log(N )
N

√

pN 3/4 ; or

≤ p ≤ 1−

c2 log4 (N )
N

and α ≥

Proof. The proof is based on spectral techniques and combines some refined versions of ideas from [2], [21] and [43],
using the fact that traces of the k-th power of the adjacency
matrix of a graph are identical in the k-wise independent
case and in the totally random one. The details are lengthy
and are thus deferred to Appendix 8 in [5].

and

5.2. Connectivity, Hamiltonicity and Perfect Matchings

Proof. Fix a vertex v, and let Xw be the random variable that indicates the appearance of the P
edge {v, w} in the
graph. Thus, the degree of v is X =
w6=v Xw . Since
X is the sum of (N − 1, k, p)-variables, Lemma 2 implies that the probability that v has an unexpected degree
bk/2c

. ApplyX 6= p(N − 1)(1 ± ) is bounded by 23k
pN
ing a union-bound over the N possible vertices v, gives that
the probability of having some vertex with unexpected de
bk/2c
gree is bounded by N 23k
, which vanishes for the
pN
parameters in items 1 and 2. 

Theorem 2 (Achieving connectivity) There exists a constant c s.t. the following holds. All k-wise independent
graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N are a.s. connected whenever either:

Lemma 4 (Achieving almost regular co-degrees) In all
k-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N it a.s. holds
that all vertex pairs have co-degree p2 (N −2)(1±γ) whenever either
1

1. k ≥ 12, N − 6  p ≤ 1 − 13
N , and 1 ≥ γ 
1
p−1 N − 6 ; or
q
73 log(N )
2. k ≥ 12 log(N ),
≤ p ≤ 1 −
qN
13 log(N )
)
and 1 ≥ γ ≥ 73 plog(N
.
2N
N
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Lemma
3. Here the union-bound is over all N2 vertex pairs
{u, v}, and the co-degree of each {u, v} is the sum of
(N − 2, b k2 c, p2 )-variables. 
The following definition is a modified version of the one
in [42, 14], see also [2] and [6], Chapter 9.
Definition 1 (Jumbledness) For vertex sets U, V , let
e(U, V ) denote the number
T of edges that pass from U to
V (internal edges of U V are counted p
twice). A graph is
(p, α)-jumbled if e(U, V ) = p|U ||V |±α |U ||V | holds for
all U, V .
Theorem 1 (Achieving optimal jumbledness) There exist absolute constants c1 , c2 , c3 s.t. all k-wise independent
graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N are a.s. (p, α)-jumbled whenever
either:

• k ≥ 4 and p 

√1 ;
N

or

• k ≥ 4 log(N ) and p ≥

c ln(N )
.
N

Proof. Let U be a vertex-set that induces a connected component. Connectivity follows from having |U | > 0.5N for
all such U . The following holds a.s. for G k (N, p). By
Lemma 3, all vertices have degree ≥ 0.9pN , so e(U ) ≥
0.9pN |U |. By Theorem 1,
√ all sets U satisfy e(U ) ≤
p|U |2 + α|U | with α = O( pN ) = o(pN ). Re-arranging
gives (0.9 − o(1))N ≤ |U |. 
Theorem 3 (Achieving Hamiltonicity) All k-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N are a.s. Hamiltonian (and
for even N contain a perfect matching) whenever either:
• k ≥ 4 and p ≥

log2 (N )
√
;
N

• k ≥ 4 log(N ) and p ≥

or

log2 (N )
.
N

Proof. Let Γ̄(V ) denote the set of vertices v ∈
/ V that
are adjacent to some vertex in the vertex-set V . By Theorem 1.1 in Hefetz, Krivelevich and Szabo’s [26], Hamiltonicity follows from the existence of constants b, c such
that a.s. (i) |Γ̄(V )| ≥ 12|V | holds for all sets V of size
≤ bN , and (ii) e(U, V ) ≥ 1 holds for all disjoint sets U, V
cN
of size log(N
) . We remark that (unlike other asymptotic arguments in this paper), the sufficiency of (i) and (ii) might
1
hold only for very large N . For (i), let b = 170
and consider an arbitrary set V . By Theorem 1, a.s. all vertex-sets
T have e(T ) ≤ p|T |2 + o(pN )|T |. By Lemma 3 a.s. all
the degrees are (1 ± o(1))pN , so exactly (1 ± o(1))pN |V |
edges touch
S V (where internal edges are counted twice). Let
T = V Γ̄(V ), and assume that |Γ̄(V )| < 12|V |. We get

(1 − o(1))pN |V | ≤ e(T ) ≤ p(13|V |)2 + o(pN )|V |. ReN
. Condition (i) follows. For (ii),
arranging gives |V | > 170
by Theorem 1, a.s. all (equal-sized and
√ disjoint) vertex-sets
U, V have e(U, V ) ≥ p|U ||V | − O( pN )|U |. If there is
no edge betweenp
U and V , then e(U, V ) = 0. Re-arranging
N
gives |U | ≤ O( N/p) ≤ O( log(N
) ). Condition (ii) follows. 
Theorem 4 (Failing to preserve connectivity) There exist pair-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N where
p = 1/2 that (i) are a.s. disconnected (and contain no
Hamiltonian cycles), (ii) contain no perfect matchings with
probability 1, and (iii) a.s. have clique number and chromatic number (1/2 ± o(1))N and independence number 2.
Proof. Consider the graphs defined by partitioning all vertices into 2 disjoint sets V0 , V1 where each Vj induces a
clique, no edges connect V0 to V1 , and V1 is chosen randomly and uniformly among all subsets of odd cardinality
of the vertex set. Note that for every set of 4 vertices, there
are 16 ways to split its vertices among V0 and V1 , and it is
not difficult to check that if N ≥ 5, then each of these 16
possibilities is equally likely. Therefore, any edge appears
w.p. 12 , and any pair of edges (whether they share a common
vertex or not) appears w.p. 41 . Still the graph is connected iff
all the vertices belong to the same Vj which happens only
w.p. 2−N +1 (and only if N is odd). Since |V1 | is odd, the
graph contains no perfect matching. It is easy to verify that
a.s. |V0 |, |V1 | = (1/2 ± o(1))N implying the last item. 

5.3. High-connectivity
Theorem 5 (Achieving optimal connectivity) There exists an absolute constant c, s.t. for all k-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N the connectivity number is
a.s. (1 ± o(1))pN when either
1

• k ≥ 4 and p  N − 3 ; or
)
• k ≥ log(N ) and p ≥ c log(N
N .

Proof. The connectivity is certainly not larger than (1 +
o(1))pN , as it is upper-bounded by the minimum degree.
By Theorem 2.5 in Thomason’s [42] κ ≥ d − α/p holds
for any (p, α)-jumbled graph with minimal degree ≥ d.
Thus, achieving κ & pN , reduces to obtaining (i) d =
(1 ± o(1))pN , and (ii) α  pd. Condition (i) a.s.√holds
by Lemma 3. By Theorem 1, we a.s. achieve (c3 pN )jumbledness
√ for some constant c3 , so condition (ii) becomes
p2 N  pN . This proves the first part of the theorem. To
prove the second we note, first, that we may assume that
p  1 (since otherwise 4-wise independence suffices). Let
S be a smallest separating set of vertices, assume that |S|
is smaller than (1 − o(1))pN , let U be the smallest connected component of G − S and let W be the set of all

vertices but those in U ∪ S. Clearly |W | ≥ ( 12 − o(1))N .
Note that e(U,p
W ) = 0, but by jumbledness e(U, W ) ≥
p|U ||W | − c3 pN |U ||W |. This implies, using the fact
3c2

that |W | > N/3, that |U | ≤ p3 . Using jumbledness again,
p
e(U, S) ≤ p|U ||S| + c3 pN |U ||S| but as all degrees are at
least (1 − o(1))pN , e(U, S) ≥
√(1 − o(1))pN |S| − e(U ) ≥
(1−o(1))pN |U |−p|U |2 −c3 pN |U | ≥ |U |(1−o(1))pN ,
where
here we used the fact that |U | ≤ O(1/p) and that
√
pN = o(pN ). This implies that either p|U ||S| ≥
1
|pN , implying that |S| ≥ N/2  pN , as needed, or
2 |U
p
c3 pN |U ||S| ≥ 31 |U |pN , implying that |S| ≥ 9c12 |U |pN
3

which is bigger than pN provided |U | ≥ 9c23 . However, if
|U | is smaller, then surely |S| ≥ (1 − o(1))pN , since all
degrees are at least (1 − o(1))pN and every vertex in U has
all its neighbors in U ∪ S. 

5.4. Thresholds for the Appearance of Subgraphs
For a fixed non-empty graph H, let ρ(H) and p∗H be as
in Section 3.5.
Observation 1 (Preserving the threshold for appearance of sub-graphs) There exists a function
4
D(v) = (1 ± o(1)) v16 s.t. for any graph H with
at most v vertices, and for all k-wise independent
graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N with k ≥ D(v) the following holds. Let A denote the event that H appears in
G k (N, p) (not necessarily as an induced sub-graph). Then
• If p(N )  p∗H (N ) then (¬A) a.s. holds.
• If p(N )  p∗H (N ) then A a.s. holds.
Proof. The proof (given in Appendix 6.3 in [5]) applies
Rucinski and Vince’s [39] to specify a sufficiently large k
for the original G(N, p) argument to hold. 
Theorem 6 (Defying the threshold for appearance
of sub-graphs) For any (fixed) graph H that satisfies6 ρ(H) < 2, there exists k-wise independent
2
− 1e and
graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N where k = d ρ(H)
∗
k
p(N )  pH (N ) s.t. H a.s. appears in G (N, p) as an induced sub-graph.
Proof. Theorem 6 relies on Lemma 5. This lemma considers the appearance of the sub-graph HN in G k (N, p) where
{HN }N ∈N is any sequence of graphs (possibly) with unbounded order.
6 This condition rules out only graphs H that are a collection of disjoint
edges. For such graphs ρ(H) = 2, so clearly no H-copies can be produced
(even if k = 1) when p(N )  p∗H (N ) = N −2 .

Lemma 5 (k-wise independent graphs with unexpected
appearance of sub-graphs) Let {HN }N ∈N be
√ a sequence
of graphs where HN has exactly S(N ) < N vertices,
e1 (N ) edges and e0 (N ) none-edges. Assume that for each

)
N there exists ( S(N
, k(N ), p(N ))-variables s.t. with
2
probability ∆(N )  (S(N )/N )2 it holds that the first
e0 (N ) variables attain value 0 and the next e1 (N ) variables attain value 1. Then there exist k-wise independent
graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N that a.s. contain HN -copies as induced sub-graphs.

5.5. The Chromatic Number

Proof (Lemma 5). Fix N , so H = HN , S = S(N ), ei =
ei (N ), k = k(N ), p = p(N ), ∆ = ∆(N ). We construct
graphs G k (N, p) that a.s. contain H copies. Given the N
vertices, let {Vj }M
j=1 be any maximal collection of edgedisjoint vertex-sets, each of size |Vj | = S. For each j, decide the internal edges of Vj by some ( S2 , k, p)-variables
s.t. H is induced by Vj with probability ∆. This can be
done by appropriately defining which specific edge in Vj
is decided by which specific variable. Critically, the constructions
 for distinct
 sets Vj are totally independent. The
R = N2 − M S2 remaining edges can be decided by any
(R, k, p)-variables. The resulting graph is clearly k-wise independent.
The main point is that (i) the events of avoiding H-copies
on the various sets Vj are totally independent (by the edgedisjointness of the Vj -s), and that (ii) in our k-wise independent case ∆ is rather large (compared with the totally
independent case). Thus, avoiding H-copies on any of the
Vj -s is unlikely. Indeed, let B denote the event that no Hcopies appear in the resulting graph, while B 0 only denotes
the event that none of the Vj -s induces H. By Wilson’s [45]
and Kuzjurin’s [33] we have M = Θ(N 2 /S 2 ), so

tion 2 follows from the fact that a.s. I ≤
is precisely observation 3 in [5]. 

Pr [B] ≤ Pr [B 0 ] = (1 − ∆)M ≤ e

”
“
2
−Θ ∆N
S2

,

which vanishes by our requirement that ∆  (S/N )2 .
 (Lemma 5)
Completing the proof of Theorem 6. For v = v(H), ρ =
ρ(H), p∗ = p∗H , and some 1  f (N ) ≤ N o(1) , define p
)
s.t. p−1 is the minimal power of 2 that is larger than f (N
p∗ .
∗
As desired p  p . Let e1 and e0 respectively denote the
number of edges and non-edges in H. With M = v2
and F = 1/p, we apply Lemma 1 to produce (M, k, p)variables s.t. with probability ≥ F −k the first e0 variables
have value 0, and the remaining e1 variables have value 1.
By Lemma 5, the latter immediately implies the existence
of k-wise independent graphs that a.s. contain H-copies as
long as F k  (N/v)2 . As F = 1/p = N ρ+o(1) , this 
requirement translates to kρ 2.  (Theorem 6)

Observation 2 (Preserving the chromatic number lower
bound) For any c > 0 there exists some d > 0,
s.t. all k-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N with
(log(N ))−c ≤ p ≤ 1 − N −o(1) and k ≥ d(log(N ))c+1
.
a.s. have chromatic number χ ≥ N log(1/(1−p))
2 log(pN )
Proof. Let I(G) denote the independence number of (a sinN
, so observagle) N -vertex graph G. Clearly, χ(G) ≥ I(G)
2 log(pN )
log(1/(1−p))

which

Theorem 7 (Preserving the chromatic number upper
bound) There exists an absolute constant c s.t. the following
holds. All k-wise independent graphs {G k (N, p)}N ∈N with
,
p ≤ 1/2 a.s. have chromatic number χ ≤ cN log(1/(1−p))
log(pN )
whenever either:
1

1. k ≥ 12 and p ≥ N − 75 ; or
)
2. k ≥ log(N ) and p ≥ c log(N
N .

Remark. No special effort was made to optimize the con1
stants 12 and 75
.
Proof (sketch). Since p is bounded from above and
p→0
log(1/(1−p)) −→ p/ ln(2), it suffices to show that a.s. χ ≤
pN
O( log(pN ) ). Item 1 is based on Alon, Krivelevich and Sudakov’s [3]. Specifically, choose δ = 1/25, s.t. by item 1 in
Lemma 3 (with  = (log(N ))p−1/2 N −3/8 ) and by item 1
in Lemma 4 (with γ = (log(N ))p−1 N −1/6 ), a.s. all the degrees are lower bounded by pN (1 − p−1/2 N −3/8+o(1) ) ≥
pN − N 1−4δ , and all co-degrees are upper bounded by
p2 N (1 + p−1 N −1/6+o(1) ) ≤ p2 N − N 1−4δ . By Theorem
δ
1.2 in [3], these conditions (with δ < 1/4 and p ≥ N − 3 )
4pN
pN
imply that χ ≤ δ ln N ≤ O( log(pN ) ).
Item 2 follows from jumbledness and the main result of
Alon, Krivelevich and Sudakov in [4] (which is based on
Johansson’s [28]), by which any graph with maximum degree d in which every neighborhood of a vertex contains at
most d2−β edges (for some constant β) has chromatic number χ ≤ O( logd d ). 
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